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H. O. M. E. of England which is entirely divorced from the land. Our
-

MESSRS. COBDEN AND BRIGHT IN ROCHDALE.

(Times, Nov. 26.)

Th; general expression of feeling at public meetings

during the present autumn has been one of content

and satisfaction. We were, therefore, curious to know what

our professional grumblers, the Timons of the political stage,

would have to allege against the prevalent sentiment of the

country. That Messrs. Cobden and Bright, often believed

by foreign nations to be the real representatives of English

opinion, would agree in this or in any other respect with the

great mass of their fellow-countrymen we did not believe;

but we were rather at a loss to know what point would be

selected for animadversion, and we suspect that the same

difficulty was not wholly absent from the minds of our

stern and remorseless censors. Nevertheless, we have not

escaped unquestioned, and, though the indictment be

rather a lengthy one, its results may be summed u

in a few words. Mr. Cobden and Mr. Bright do not

appear to agree with Lord Russell in the opinion that

the great mass of the people of this country sympathize

with the Northern States of America, and they even

think it worth while to argue against that intervention

which our whole policy, since the breaking out of the civil

war, has been steadily directed to avoid. We, also, are against

intervention, but scarcely for the reason given by Mr.

Cobden. He has, indeed, a robust faith, capable of

removing mountains. The North must succeed, for they

are in the right ; Russia must fail, because she is in the

wrong. It follows, of course, that any action of ours in

favour of the South would be fruitless, and in favour of

Poland would be superfluous. He that is right will succeed,

he that is wrong will fail; or, as Mr. Cobden expresses it,

“in this world the virtues and the forces go together, and

the vices and the weaknesses are inseparable.” This dis

covery is calculated to save a great deal of trouble in

estimating the past and predicting the future. It is often

not very easy to tell who is in the right and who is in the

wrong, but it is always easy enough to discover who is

victorious and who is defeated. Strength and weakness

are more easily detected than right and wrong, and we

therefore gain a new light by which to read history.

“Show me strength, and I will show you justice,” says

Mr. Cobden ; “show me weakness, and I will show you

iniquity. Good always triumphs in this world, and vice

always fails; therefore the victor cannot be wrong nor the

vanquished right.”

The second offence which this country has committed is

its neglect to lower the electoral franchise. “Much yet

remains to be done to improve by legislation the condition

of the great body of the people, and that legislation will,”

we are told, “only be obtained when the great mass of the

English people obtain the franchise.” What, then, are

those evils which legislation can cure ? “The condition of

the English peasantry,” says Mr. Cobden, “has no parallel

on the face of the earth. You have no peasantry but that

colonies are more free, Italy is more free, Germany more

free, than we. We don't maintain our relative position in

advance of other countries.” “I ask,” says Mr. Bright,

“whether it is an unchangeable decree of the Most High

that more than half the population of this country should

live in houses of not more than five pounds yearly value,

and that their children should grow up, in comparison with

those of the wealthier classes, to a great extent uncared-for

and untaught? If we were fairly represented, the agricul

tural labourer throughout the United Kingdom would be

redeemed from that poverty and serfdom which up to this

time have been his lot. The system which brings vast

tracts of land into the possession of one man is a curse to

the country, and dooms the agricultural labourer to per

petual poverty and degradation.”

Let us examine these statements, not the exaggerated

picture that is drawn of the position of the lower classes,

but the assertion that it is in the power of legislation to

cure or even to alleviate the poverty and misery, be their

amount what it may, which exist among us. The laws are

administered equally to all, and Courts have been established

accessible to the poorest. Provision is made for maintaining

those poor persons who are unable to maintain themselves, a

provision which will be sought for in vain in any other

country. The English working man is delivered from the

burden of the conscription, which the peasantry of almost

every other country have to bear. The law is eminently

favourable to co-operative association. A very considerable

portion of the revenue is raised by taxes to which the poor

do not contribute, and there is no tax to which the poor

do contribute to which the rich do not contribute also.

There is no law which has even a tendency to exclude the

poor from the possession of land. What, then, can legis

lation do to obviate the evils of poverty which it has not

done already? We used to connect the names of Bright

and Cobden with the doctrines of political economy, but

what doctrine of political economy is better established

than that laws can only sweep away impediments to

the acquisition of wealth, but are utterly powerless to con

fer it? There are three qualities necessary to raise a work

ing man in England to comfort or competence—industry,

economy, and prudence. No laws can compensate for the

want of these qualities, and to teach the working classes that

the privations they endure are the fault of their Government,

instead of their own, is to conceal from them the only road

to improvement. The amount of the duty on spirits points

out one cause of poverty, and imprudent marriages are

another. But these things no law can remedy. To obtain

land is difficult, not only to a working man, but to all per

sons in these small islands, where wealth is boundless, but

the surface is limited. We never heard that a man was

impoverished, because, for want of an investment in land, he

was obliged to keep his money in the Funds or on mortgage.

The poor man cannot expect, any more than the rich, to

obtain land without paying for it; and if, owing to the

limited supply, he is unable to buy it, he has the principal

and interest which must have been sunk in the purchase.

It is ridiculous to suppose that any class are injured because
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position to crime, yet the result is here confined to the individual

offender; while the effect of punishment as deterring from crime

extends not only to the party suffering the punishment, but to all who

may be in the habit of committing crime, or who may be tempted to

fall into it. Moreover, the reformation of the offender is in the highest

degree speculative and uncertain, and its permanency, in the face of

renewed temptation, exceedingly precarious. On the other hand, the

impression produced by suffering inflicted as the punishment of crime,

and the fear of its repetition, are far more likely to be lasting, and

much more calculated to counteract the tendency to the renewal of

criminal habits. The experience of mankind has shown that though

crime will always exist to a certain extent, it may be kept within

given bounds by the example of punishment. This result it is the

business of the lawgiver to accomplish, by annexing to each offence

the degree of punishment calculated to repress it. More than

this would be a waste of so much human suffering ; but to apply less,

out of consideration for the criminal, is to sacrifice the interests of

society to a misplaced tenderness towards those who offend against its

laws. Wisdom and humanity, no doubt, alike suggest that iſ, con

sistently with this primary purpose, the reformation of the criminal

can be brought about, no means should be omitted by which so

desirable an end can be achieved. But this, the subsidiary purpose,

should be kept in due subordination to the primary and principal one.

And it may well be doubted whether, in recent times, the humaneand

praiseworthy desire to reform and restore the fallen criminal may not

have produced too great a tendency to forget that the protection of

society should be the first consideration of the lawgiver.” Again, if

reformation is the chief end of punishment, the recognition of the

fact must, in mere consistency, involve an entire change in the prin

ciple of its application. We are now trying to reform the very persons

with whom the chance of success is smallest. We shut up for a

lengthened period the old and hardened criminal, while we suffer the

young offender, with whom crime has not become a habit, and who is

still open to good impressions, to escape with an imprisonment of a

few days or weeks, and then let him loose upon the streets to qualify

himself by deeper guilt for more complete purification. But if our

prisons are all to be turned into adult reformatories, this whole process

must be reversed.—Home and Foreign Review.

THE SITTING-Room.–There is, or there ought to be, in every house,

a room where all the household come together every day; a dear,

well-remembered chamber, hung round by memory with the portraits

of father, mother, brothers, sisters, servants, kinsfolk, friends, neigh

bours, guests, strangers, and Christ's poor. O, my reader, do you not

remember such a room P In your wanderings, in your voyages, in

the group of your own family, and among your own children, does not

your thought go back to the days when you gathered around that

ruddy, crackling fire, and when the heads, which are now laid low,

were as a crown of glory to their offspring 2 In some houses, this

common-room, or “living-room,” as our Puritan neighbours call it, is

the only room in the house; it is parlour, bed-room, kitchen, all in

one. Blessed compensation of Providence to the poor man and his

offspring; they can be always together. Wealth multiplies apartments

and separates families. Go to the western clearing, and before you

reach the cabin, you descry through the chinks the glow of a fire,

which would serve a city mechanic for a week; entering, you behold

the illumination of a whole circle sitting around the blaze, perhaps

singing their evening hymn. Are they less happy than the dwellers

in ceiled houses P Change the scene to the uptown seats of wealth,

where the merchant prince abides in greater conveniences than

Nebuchadnezzar or Charlemagne; for he has baths, hot and cold

water on every floor, furnace-heat, and gas-lights. You can scarcely

number the apartments. You think it a paradise. Hold ! reconsider

the social, the domestic part. It is three o'clock. What a solitude :

The father is slaving at his counting-house. The mother is dropping

cards at fifty doors, or stifliy receiving fifty visits. The boys are

sparring or walking Broadway or Chestnut-street. The girls are with

masters in Italian, dancing, and philosophy. The babies are airing

with French nurses. Do these ever come together ? Not in the true

family sense. Some Christian merchants have few home joys, and

are content to pray with their families once a day. The very name of

a sitting-room, living-room, or common-room sounds plebeian, and

savours of “the country.” Yet I know men, rich believers, who

rnake conscience of gathering their family, all their family; and

to effect this requires a place. God's blessing is on the room,

whether covered with Axminster carpets or unplaned plank, whether

Hung with damask or with hunting-shirts and bear-skins, where that

little kingdom, a Christian household, daily meets for prayer, for

praise, for kind words, for joint labours, for loving looks, for rational

entertainment, for reading aloud, for music, for neighbourly exchanges,

for entertaining angels unawares. Thanks be to God for our Pres

byterian sitting-rooms —J. W. Alexander. -

TINToRETTo THE PAINTER.—Giacomo Robusti was the son of a dyer

in Venice. Already, at an early age, the boy evinced a remarkable

taste for drawing, and a peculiar fine sense for the effect produced by

a due distribution of colours. His father accordingly apprenticed him

to a modest painter of mediocre merit, in whose studio the boy learned

to make pencil drawings from sculptured models, and occasionally,

also, to handle the painting-brush. Titian, an old schoolfellow of the

painter, frequently paid a visit to the studio of his friend, with

whom he used to converse on the topics connected with their art. On

one occasion he was accompanied by his little girl, the fair, golden

haired Lavinia, who was running about from easel to easel of the

rºumerous students, whilst her father was engaged in deep conversation

with his friend. All of a sudden, the deep silence that usually prevailed

around them was broken by the girl, who clapped her hands with

childish mirth and loud laughter, pulled her father to the easel of

Young Robusti, and, pointing to his canvas, on which he was painting

a scene from Paradise, exclaimed, “Look, papa, at the dyer (tinto

retto), who besmears his figures with such gay colours as if they were

* a bal masqué! Is it not funny, papa?” All the pupils joined in

the burst of laughter, and even the master could not help smiling at

poor Robusti, who looked foolish and ashamed. Titian, however,

approached the easel, with a benign look at the poor boy, the laughing

stock of the company, and, having attentively examined the picture,

said to his daughter, “You are right, Lavinia; the boy is now certainly

only a tintoretto; but he will one day become a glorious painter, or

my name is not Titian!” And, turning to his friend, he said, “Would

you give him over to me?” “With all my heart : ” was the reply.

“I know that Giacomo will soon beat me in the art. Take him, then,

under your tuition, that your prophecy may be fulfilled.” For four

years Robusti worked hard in the studio, and under the immediate eye

of Titian, and he made such wonderful progress that he soon became

the favourite pupil of Titian, who secretly admired the power and

boldness of his brush, assisted by a most lively imagination. The com

positions of young Robusti, it is true, were frequently too bulky, his

figures too open and widely spread, and his illuminations too dazzling,

while the tone of his colouring still drew on him the soubriquet Tinto

retto; yet every stroke betrayed a glowing fancy, a true artistic soul,

and the seed of growing genius. Robusti became, little by little, so

used to that nickname, that he soon passed by that name with all his

friends and acquaintances at Venice.—Bentley's Miscellany.

SIR Boy LF Roch F.'s BLUNDERs.—Many of these are happily pre

served. “Sir, I would give up half—may, the whole of the constitution,

to preserve the remainder.” This, however, was parliamentary.

Hearing that Admiral Howe was in quest of the French, he remarked

somewhat pleasantly that the admiral would “sweep the French fleet

off the face of the earth.” By-and-by came dangerous times of dis

affection, and honest men's lives were insecure. Sir Boyle writes from

the country to a friend in the capital this discouraging view of his

position: “You may judge,” he says, “of our state, when I tell you

that I write this with a sword in one hand and a pistol in the other.”

On another occasion, when the famous letters to the Public Advertiser

were attracting universal attention, Sir Boyle was heard to complain

bitterly of the attacks “of a certain anonymous writer called Junius.”

He it was who recounted that marvellous performance in gymnastics,

when, in a tumult of loyalty, he “stood prostrate at the feet of his

sovereign.” He it was who denounced in withering language the

apostate politician who “turned his back upon himself.” He it was

who introduced to public notice the ingenious yet partially confused

metaphor of the rat. “Sir,” he said, addressing the Speaker of the

Irish House, “I smell a rat. I see him floating in the air; but mark

me, I shall yet nip him in the bud.” There was the famous speech

which confounded generations. “I don't see, Mr. Speaker, why we

should put ourselves out of the way to serve posterity. What has ever

posterity done for us?” He was a little disconcerted by the burst of

laughter that followed, and proceeded to explain his meaning. “By

posterity, sir, I do not mean our ancestors, but those who are to come

immediately after them.” His invitation to the gentleman on his

travels was hospitable and well-meant—but equivocal., “I hope, my

lord, if ever you come within a mile of my house, you'll stay there, all

night.” He it was who stood for the proper dimensions of the wine

bottle, and proposed to Parliament that it should be made compulsory

that “every quart bottle should contain a quart.” Very pleasant, and

yet perfectly intelligible, was his meaning—though it unhappily took

the fatal bovine shape—in his rebuke to the shoemaker when getting

shoes for his gouty limbs: “I told you to make one longer than the

other, and instead of that you have made one smaller than the other;

the very opposite.”—All the Year Round.

CHILDREN-How to TREAT THEM.—Children—real, live, plump,

jolly, rolly oply children—are as scarce as sensible grown-up people.

Little, thin, narrow-shouldered, pale intellectualities, are common

enough. It is your tomboy that is the rarity. What woman ever was

less delicate in soul and pure in heart because she tore her frocks and

climbed trees when she was a child F Real, wild, childish romping,

with ringing laughter and twinkling face, merry dances and family

frolics—this is the stuff out of which wholesome manhood and woman

hood is made. Children who are under conviction of sin at five years

of age die of brain disease, or live with hypochondria to torment the

life out of all around them. Sad is the family that has one or more of

such. I doubt not the mother of the Gracchi was a sad romp, and I

more than suspect Portia of immense tomboyhood. Such healthy

natures could not have developed otherwise. Pity and love the

little children. Tolerate their pet. Comfort Nelly over her dead bird,

and don't call Molly's little white “kitty” “a cat.” It is enough to

break a juvenile heart to have one's darlings snubbed. How would you

like to hear your own Frederick Augustus called “dirty young one P’’

The little ones have their tragedies and comedies, and laugh and weep

more sincerely than you do at Falstaff or Lear. They love, marry,
keep house, have children, have weddings and funerals, and dig little

graves for dead mice, and mourn into small white handkerchiefs, and

get brother Jem to write appropriate inscriptions for its tiny head

board. Is this not human nature in little, and in its small way, as

deserving of a certain respect? ... You do not despise your own

reflections in a concave mirror you know. Cherish the children, mend

the frocks; don't scold them for broken toys—for man is not more

inevitably mortal than playthings. Don't strip their fat shoulders in

winter, nor roast them in flannels in dog-days, because somebody told

you so. Don't drug them ; don't “yarb” them; don't stuff them with

pastry, or starve them on chippy bread; don't send them to infant

schools at three, or to fancy balls at ten.—Montreal Witness.

THE TREATMENT or PHTHIsis BY THE Hot-AIR BATH.-In the

Lancet of the 21st inst. Mr. Arthur Leared, M.D., M.R.I.A., writes

the first part of an article on the use of the Turkish-bath in the case

of that fearful malady, phthisis. The Doctor gives, reasons why he

believes in the efficacy of the bath in cases of phthisis, as follows:–

An opportunity of trying the effects of this treatment in the fullest

manner was kindly afforded me by the directors of the Turkish-batk

Company in Jermyn-street. A good deal had been said or written in

a general way about the beneficial effects of the bath in affections of
the lungs, but it seemed desirable that its action upon phthisis should

be patiently tested and fairly made public. Although resolved not to

allow any theory to occupy my mind, it appeared to me that the bath




